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could you

do it? is it in you to look her in the eyes and do what you got to do?
could you do it once? i could meet you at the grocery store at the
cooler where you weekly purchase one ground pound. instead of
going to the checkout we could leave for the countryside. any factory
farm will do. you could pick him out for yourself. for your family. for
your survival. i could hand you the knife and afterwards the bible.

blood moon calling pork pig beef cow

bone china—
the way her pinky points
to the sky

oma's cookbook
she brings it up
to her nose

route 66 hot porridge and my favorite daemon

P.H. Fischer



according to
the circular constant
I peel an apple

Teiichi Suzuki







Debbie Strange



holy eucharist
the way the priest
licks his lips

cottage garden
grandma pulls up
on a coney’s neck

scattered crumbs
her finger picks
at old scars

cenopods
the sudden release
of the right word



John Hawkhead



stewed tomatoes
once again
she's right

with grandfather
biting off the heads
of gingerbread men

Nika



when in Rome
breakfast
at IX

high-rise
Japanese pancakes . . .
with berries

ladling
chicken broth
autumn rain

Roberta Beach Jacobson



beef stew
trying to be creative
with leftovers

video chat
over breakfast
family time

Susan Bonk Plumridge



we dip bread
into new conversation
for starters

drinking
Amalfi sun
limoncello shots

insomnia
another minted moon
in my teacup

C.X.Turner
Twitter @lover__poetic

https://twitter.com/lover__poetic


a spicy stew
boiling over on the stove ...
our talk of war

Wonder Bread
dipped in condensed milk ...
Easter breakfast

Zazen practice
thought balloons of smoked salmon
come and go ...

Chen-ou Liu
@ericcoliu

https://twitter.com/ericpliu


household drudgery ...
a screwdriver cocktail
to restore spirits

the morning after ...
a cup of black coffee
double bitter

Natalia Kuznetsova



green tomatoes
rounder every day
my cousin's tummy

leaf lettuce
the winding path of a snail
at dawn

first date...
the way she dips her cookie
into the coffee

Deborah Karl-Brandt



Cristina Angelescu



I walk
to the dim sum table
chicken feet

Gil Jackofsky



compromise
a wedge of lime
in the tonic

kindergarten lunch
putting a brave face on
the orange

picnic date
the seed in a bite
of her peach

winkle picking
granddad talks
about the war

James Gaskin



ants at the door
ask to borrow
a gram of sugar

Bruce Jewett



beads of sweat
on a glass of iced tea
how I long for you

raw oysters
she remembers
her first time

cold winter
our legs candy cane
around each other

artichoke
we discover
your secrets

Genie Nakano
Genienakano.com
@genieyogini

https://genienakano.com/
https://twitter.com/genieyogini


black peppercorn
the currency
of flavour

the red rind
of edam cheese
blood moon

Rohan Buettel



down the garden path
she promised forbidden fruit
Eiswein

cormorant fishermen
feeling the rings
around their own necks

my homework
ate the dog
robotics project

getting myself
in hot water again
shabu shabu

Charles Harmon



first rays of dawn
reaching
for the vodka

Covid picnic
only the ants
show up

a warm braai
on a winter eve—
his kiss lingers…

Communion wine
she wonders if they know
her secret



After 30 hours of basketball, soup-kitchen-stocking, and sneaking out
over night without cheeseburgers or pizza or cheese curds, most of
my schoolmates eye the spaghetti and meatballs behind our speaker
and take umbrage at trying the pap before our long-awaited dinner. I
close my eyes and let my mind wander as I relish a favorite dish. I
hear Burkina Faso calling from my buddy’s dad’s tribal drum. I see
the sleek skyline of Cape Town from Robben Island. I smell the spices
of a

Marrakech market. I help myself to seconds and thirds.

savoring
each bite’s memories—
wanderlust

Colleen M. Farrelly



who am I today…
the waitress repeats
her list of cakes

Tony Williams



first date …
in a hospital lobby
she buys him coffee

Ravi Kiran



parents floored to hear
he's eating some eggs
from own chickens

Jerome Berglund



holy basil
whiff of the garden
in my tea

kneading flour—
his name tattooed
on her arm

Neena Singh



snatching me
from my painting
a dark chocolate bite

scattered rice
on the earth
mom's thunderstorm

Amrutha Prabhu



grandma’s shortbread—
I tweak the recipe to be
keto-friendly

Linda Papanicolaou



country show
the pink stickiness
of a child’s smile

raising a glass
to old lovers
mulled wine

a knock on the door
trying his luck
with chocolates

children’s garden
pulling carrots to see
if they’re ready

Glenys Ferguson



buds on the rose bush -
when we danced to the music
of Hot Chocolate

Gillena Cox



the soju glass
held firmly in
two     Koreas

when children played
on sorghum stilts

a farmer's lunch
three quarters eaten
the rice untouched

he keeps aside
for his loving wife

M. R. Defibaugh & Christina Chin



percolating coffee
along the sidewalk
jazz beat

a young barista
singing scat

cold rainy day
eating hot curry
I wipe my tears

she finds the rubber chicken
in her purse

Christina Chin & M. R. Defibaugh



the woman
who wouldn't hurt a fly
stuffing a chicken

what a delicacy
they are to the Martians
these humans

Robert Epstein



after you leave
my teacup
rimmed with salt

traffic jam
buying mangoes
from the woman in the road

wintering
in the green taste
of a rosè

blackberry picking
little bruises
under my sleeves...

Adele Evershed
@AdLibby1

https://mobile.twitter.com/adlibby1


passing on the scrambled cosmic egg

another man's war eating crow

mother's milk nursing a grudge

Marilyn Ashbaugh



laying aside my haiku pen
to peel her first orange -
summer dawn

summer breeze -
the church fish fry mingles with
a double-dutch song

stirring cake batter
in the blue flowered bowl -
four generations old

Deborah A. Bennett



he owns up
all my imperfections
Patiala peg

beer froth
how slowly he wipes
his moustache

butter chicken
the way to his heart
so slippery

kesar kheer
the threads of love
for generations

Arvinder Kaur



candied angelica
the preserved taste
of yesteryear

bruised apples
she never did understand
what caused the fall

simmering coffee
the girlfriend and I
getting hot

Marilyn Ward



sick day--
the tea too hot
to swallow my pills

overripe mango--
cutting myself
with Occam's razor

fire inside me whiskey in a broken cup

Lafcadio
@juliusorlovsky

https://mobile.twitter.com/juliusorlovsky




More Courtly Manners

“Dear,” Mum’s admonishment begins. “When you throw a radish
across the table to your sister, throw it directly into her hands. If you
bounce it off her plate, it might splatter her food.”

squash she serves
towards his blind eye
seniors league

Maxianne Berger



cinnamon tea
we let heirloom tiffs
cool down

for every spice
she has a philosophy
grandma

saffron strands
in warm milk
how she colours me

Daya Bhat



a fat man in a green shirt
smiles
at a watermelon

forgotten sunlight
in ripe fruit
mother's apple pies

smoking pot
the casserole
almost forgotten

Robert Witmer



sweet challah
the rabbi blesses
his sons

tropical breeze
a happy face
on a banana slice

half eaten apple
on the cutting board
evacuation text

Bruce H. Feingold



first tea with him
i surrender
to the aroma

the taste
of an old love song
apple pie

moon cookies
dipping autumn
in the tea cup

Richa Sharma



business lunch—
seven beefeaters
no olives

Stephen J. DeGuire
@happymizer

https://mobile.twitter.com/happymizer


no knock
the aroma of mom's coffee
enters my study

daymoon
I stir the remaining dream
in coffee

Ram Chandran



back from school …
he talks about Plato's cave
while eating a hamburger

Daniela Misso



I can't eat
coleslaw anymore
the day he died

Susan Andrews
@AndrewsSusanM



mushroom omelet
not everything
is the moon

third cup
my longing
to stay

french press
his quick plunge
into darkness

Barrie Levine



quiet morning
only half the cup
is espresso

Ronald Degler



at the retirement party
co-workers confirm all my
recipes have been passed on

Shasta Hatter



chocolates
the night hiding me
from myself

fried aubergines
the empty chairs
at lunch time

pomegranate
i am taking one day
at a time

rice jar
mother’s fading birthdate
on the cup

Minal Sarosh



scent of bacon
from the taqueria
new diet, day five

torn chanterelles
on a cookie sheet
preserving summer

clean dishes dirty dishes clean dishes dirty dishes
clean dishes

Allyson Whipple



a warm pecan pie
on her cool porch
the cracked fence

M&Ms
the red ones
feared again

blue fin crabs
a bit of finger
in the shells

Richard L. Matta



holiday reunion—
poi
beside the turkey

new Hawaiian bbq
the malasadas
without haupia

wet mushrooms
the guide says, “These are edible,
I think”

Richard Tice



chiu yim prawns
the lingering taste
of a long friendship

Paul Beech



apple logo
Dad frets
over his dentures

bumper apple crop
the pleasure of writing
'HELP YOURSELF!'

her first pressure cooker—
their pea soup
on the ceiling

wrinkling our noses
at Dad's favorite—
skin on rice pudding

Ingrid Baluchi



my love of coffee
runs hot
and cold

Terrie Jacks



morning honey
the taste of your lips
at breakfast

Joanna Delalande



flesh-colored ham--
my mother-in-law tells me
to try a bite

sweet wine
in Elijah's silver cup--
later Dad drinks it

long Friday--
again my fist
in the salted nuts

Ruth Holzer



green tea in a can
the way this summer
has gone

polar vortex
my sake heats up
in the microwave

pie a la mode
the waitresses dish
about a bad tipper

Kristen Lindquist



summer sin
eating tomatoes
from his vines

sugar maple
the surprising taste
of sap

the last supper
only potatoes
on her oval platter

Pat Davis



Temps Perdu

Winter. Time and again, I go to bed early and wake up early. While
warm air blows down from the ceiling, I pore through my seed
catalog. My eyes widen—what’s this listing in the lettuce section?
Before I can blink, it’s Ojai, 1978, and I’m in the foothills behind the
old stone house. Live oaks guard a dappled clearing of native plants
and wildflowers, growing profusely after heavy rains. My friend
points out a green bounty of Miner’s lettuce. We pick and eat the
sweet, tender leaves, then take home as much as we can carry. All
spring I go back to the meadow and forage, feeding myself from the
land.

for old time’s sake
planting a packet
of happiness

Cynthia Anderson



new box of raisin bran
what is heavy
settles deepest

Pearl Pirie



fried green tomatoes
just daddy and me left
at the table

first sweetheart
he offers me
his last bite

Pris Campbell



trying to peel
the chestnut shell...
brother’s secret

reconciliation
making the bruised tomatoes
into paste

Keiko Izawa



coffee shop
the cashier talks politics
over bagels

Poesy Sestina



slammed doors
he begins to chop
an onion

dining alone
he orders
two desserts

John Pappas



sip that gin sloe
lest you quickly get
plum hung over

Curt Linderman
@curtlinderman

http://twitter.com/curtlinderman/


campfire
the bushman flips
a turtle

organic vanilla beans
the essence of
her smile

how hotly
this peppermint tea burns
my lip at his disdain



Cynthia Rowe



fig jam
recalling Grandmother's
teatime stories

Tsanka Shishkova



vegetarian meal -
a dead fly
in the tomato soup

wedding banquet
kids throng
the Chinese stall

R. Suresh Babu



a currant from my scone
crawls up my finger -
afternoon tea

Ann Smith



wild persimmon
first bite
puckers the mouth

Christa Pandey



morning sickness
the scent of yakisoba
and styrofoam

Cam M. Sato



night's coolness wetting my lips first strawberry

dawn
from dad's hand
a chipmunk eating bread

Ingrid Bruck



mango pickle
the scent of summer
in each room

her anger
my favourite dessert
less sweet

candy floss
the taste of youth
on my tongue

birthday cake
he still misspells
my name

late night coffee
the time i spend
with myself

Mona Bedi



chocolate chip cookies
her recipe
but not her cookies

tomato soup
and grilled cheese
dining alone

Susan Farner



first date
one too many
dietary restrictions

call from an old girlfriend
my wife
stirs the stew

last night of the carnival
traces of sweetness
tug at my flip flops

Marsh Muirhead



no moon egg white omelette white pepper no sides

wild
garlic
dauphinoise

I offer him
crumpet,
with cherry jam,
from a chipped wedding gift,
an old serving plate

Mark Gilbert



winter melon tea
the acquired taste
of solitude

pandemic weight gain
when life gives you
lemon meringue pies

insufficient funds
scooping the last strand
of cup-o-noodles

moon cake
the salted egg yolk
makes all the difference

Jackie Chou



pumpkin risotto ...
the colour of the sun
to eat

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



the policeman tries
to see the hole in his theory
another doughnut

sperm donor
eating oysters
on the half shell

beer tent
soldiers drink
sparrows under the table

James Krotzman



wasabi sun
the dance of our shadows
across the gym mats

turmeric moon
his fork runs away
with my spoon

the way he plants
his boots beside my bed
salsify root

Kayla Drouilhet



fractio panis
we never asked
for these bodies

prize pig
at the county fair
deep-fried snickers

12 steps
8 martinis tipping toward

∞

Joshua St. Claire



anniversary dinner
our same restaurant
our same silence

pregnant again
the grocery store
at midnight

devil’s food cake
my daughter’s grin
eating it

summer’s end
the lingering
jalapeño

Bryan Rickert



dandelion suns brighten her green salad

Tuyet Van Do



fragrant new rice
wrapped in seaweed
we take off
our masks
for the feast

the plumpest peach
upon each branch
how the
softest breeze
may take you

Christina Chin and Alan Peat



hunting for black pearls
at the bottom
of my milk tea

Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo



previous wash-up
a taste of someone’s lipstick
on the cup

Barbara Strang







Kris Moon Kondo



basil garnish     jc

atop the mound
of mango ice cream      kmk

I use it on him
as a personality
test                   kaw

Jackie Chou
kris moon kondo
Kath Abela Wilson



catering to
my idiosyncrasy
mom's unbaked baked macaroni

***

let's save
the time we saved

tenderly unraveling
time's steaming hot dumpling

for later



Fava

It was a family soup. My Maltese grandmother was the head of
cabbage.  She hardly cooked anymore but left her rocker for this.  She
insisted on a hambone. The soup was "minestra".  No pasta needed.
Simmer gold onions, olive oil, chunks of pumpkin, squash, garlic,
oregano, salt, pepper, parsley and thyme.  Better the day after.  My
father was a fava , mother a cauliflower, the kids red beans. I, the
oldest, was grated parmesan stirring it up at the end.  If you're
vegetarian don't tell nana just leave out the ham. Add a little more of
me sprinkled fresh in each bowl.

family picnic
the salad
too big for the bowl

Kath Abela Wilson



topping
my boiled egg
the sun

of all the fruits
you could have given me
a raspberry

before I try
another death poem ...
Blue Mountain coffee

Keith Evetts



A Matter of Taste

death poem
giving a little
piquancy to life

he tastes wild cherries
on her tongue

outside the cage
big sister tells the tiger
to be vegan

...trying to recall
the last great salad

still
mysterious
undressed

recurrent questions
about curry

yours always...
the reassurance
of chocolate



on top of everything
liqueur

Keith Evetts and Ann Smith



mid-autumn flood
my curbside groceries
canceled

looming clouds
I risk covid
for a coca-cola

pecans falling
he would have
gathered every one

Lynn Edge



rinsing quinoa
how we always
stick together

pushing cheerios
deeper into the milk
morning news

enjoying a hotdog     until     the crunch

eating carrots
out of an orange bowl
the status quo

Lori Becherer



double-yolker—
my brother’s voice
inside me

navel-gazing:
the last orange,
on my wife’s plate

summer squash
creeping into
her primavera



The Sacrifice

Homemade ice cream is homemade ice cream, he believes, as
refreshing on a cold winter evening as on a scorching summer
afternoon. He drives the snow-swept country roads, stopping where a
narrow path has been carved through the steep mountain. Retrieving
an ax from his trunk, he chops thick slabs of ice from the bare face of
rock.

Back home, his family layers the ice with rock salt, turning the crank
in shifts until their confection is set. His children bicker over the right
to lick the beater.

power outage:
candlelight flickers
on our rocky road

Mark Forrester



spring melancholy—
even the watermelons
seem a bluish green

Jesus Chameleon



vegan
that tone
of voice

blind date
not enough spice
in the ratatouille

thanksgiving leftovers--
all the things
we didn't say

winter soup visibility zero

Sondra Byrnes



the scent
of burnt popcorn
horror movie

visiting Japan
dad tries to order
mashed potato

crisp morning
we share a Granny Smith
bite for bite

Louise Hopewell



stood up
I still order
two cappuccinos
curd rice
I forget about
human comfort

talisman
finding a leg piece
in the biryani

Kavya Janani. U
Twitter @UKavyajanani
IG @haikubykavyajanani

https://www.instagram.com/haikubykavyajanani/


eggs on toast
another negative
maternity test

ground zero
resurfacing my desires

coffee stains
on the table runner
family secrets

queueing for raindrops
at the foodbank

John Hawkhead & Hifsa Ashraf



lumps
in the rice pudding
first snow

summer heat
adding more mint chutney
in chickpea salad

lingering on
my daydreams
noon chai

family reunion—
the aroma of biryani
softens the arguments

Hifsa Ashraf



burnt steak
words I wish
I could take back

mom's cooking
the gravity
of homecoming

now full
of dumplings
the empty mind

noodle stirring...
slowly puffing
all the grudges

Christopher Calvin



peanut butter sticking to my story

calling me by his first wife’s name sour warhead

food for thought crimes

Susan Burch



sour grapes
I convince myself
that I love him

my worth the roundness of my roti

pigs in a blanket
don’t we all have
secrets to hide

burnt pancake
he says it looks
like my face

anti racist
she pushes brown crust
of the bread aside

first night
a glass of milk
on husband’s nightstand

Vandana Parashar
@vandana020175

https://mobile.twitter.com/vandana020175


gas or groceries

this war

overseas

she waits . . .

for his proposal . . .

cold tea

stuffing the turkey mind over matter

Ronald K. Craig



halves and thirds
of other people’s kitchens —
missile strike

bakery window —
a homeless teen swallows
the scent of bread

Seánan Forbes



baking cookies
the last time
we talked

creaming
butter and auger
he tells me
I’m his favorite
treat

Erin Castaldi



I lay
Gran's dishes
before her portrait

in the photo
the steaming potatoes
covered with dust

at midnight
Mum warms Dad's wine
with her hands

my son waits
for the boiled egg
belonging to him

David He



grandfather’s ashes
tempted to eat a little

as he eats
the eye on his fish
keeps watch

what’s said
and what’s not
family dinner

David Oates



drive-in
the gulls jockey
for shotgun

Reid Hepworth



rosemary-
the aroma of your name
on Sunday roast

scrambled eggs-
making the mess in your life
fluffy

rum ice cream
Havana
on my mind

Elena Malec



crushed cherry
in a monkey's hand
sunset

Ivan Gaćina



Nana asks for
extra oyster crackers
oversized purse

New Year’s Eve
no fortune in my cookie

Tim Cremin

white lies
wedding vows
in cake icing

Patricia Hawkhead



evening decaf
browsing our own
bookshelves

old bottle of wine
without the slightest reason
to celebrate

snowbound ...
sangria fruit piled in
an empty glass

B.A. France
@b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france


that tuna sandwich
curling in the heat
train delay

frozen carrots
in the vomit…
her marbled skin

Bisshie



my silent teen . . .
I worry a plum pit
on my tongue

Elliott Simons



cook ku cook ku cook ku

gallery salad bar
he draws the line
at nasturtiums

Lent lunch
chowing down
on a lock of hair

Helen Buckingham



afternoon slump
into apple crumble
a dash of cinnamon

seasonal spices—
a pinch of dog fur
in the soup

burnt chili
the lingering rancid stench
of his visit

Julie Bloss Kelsey
@MamaJoules on Twitter
@julieblosskelsey on IG



Mama's Soup

preparing
daddy's delicacy
taking stones out of gizzard

mama's soup
the scent of basil
pervades the neighborhood

mama's soup
licking the ladle
behind her

blowing air
between each sip
mama pepper soup

mama's soup
trying to adjust
to my wife's

Adjei Agyei-Baah



family picnic
freeing the wasp
from the lemon drizzle

tea at the Ritz
reassuring Grandma
her scones are ritzier

seedless grapes
on a summer evening
he tops up my wine bucket

little dumplings
my children
eat their weight in dim sum

Tracy Davidson





ordering
an extra taco
second tongue

study abroad
acquiring a taste
for new tastes

discerning palate
finger painting with her
refried beans

Mariel Herbert



All Souls’ day
my cake never as good
as hers

back from holidays
in the empty dish
a dead fly

Happy Hour
telling me
about his miseries

Eleonore Nickolay



holy wafer -
swallowing all
my doubts

Swiss muesli
the crunch of stones
on a mountain pass

annual hike …
we taste the fresh
alpine sky

Lori Kiefer



winter chill
at least we agree
on beets in borscht

Sunday morning
I confess to beating
the eggs to death

doctor’s appointment
hearing what I can’t eat
whets my appetite

today’s special —

Bob Lucky



friday fish and chips
dad's greasy words
about my size

Tina Mowrey
twitter - @tmowtx



the flask glugging my head in the lake

Mike Gallagher



snowdrops
I order my last
mulled wine

my weed
wrapped in a pizzeria
flyer

waiting for my fish
the stray cat more impatient
than I

Kamil Plich



half of her
orange on the deck—
sunset

Geoff Pope



rescuing one
fallen overboard
broccoli stir-fry

cheese tasting
the hoverfly
licks my thumb

all that remains
half a Perrier
on a park bench

Ryland Shengzhi Li



throb of crickets
a bag of peas
for my back

driving all night
the weevil
deep in the flour

within a slice
of winter sunlight
the whole pie

Mike White



alaskan halibut
mocking the gulls
a rowdy pub

back east again
a lobster gazes
into Boston harbor

Tyler McIntosh



pitting peaches
mother says, some wounds
run deep

scrambled eggs
I no more care about
my looks

crab tongs
digging into the residue
of our relationship

Teji Sethi



shavasana
a glutton begins
after dinner

evening bar
at a table for six
a lone tulip

fast food takeaway
a centipede crossing
the long queue

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



beer breath I know when you are lying

watermelon carving the time for me

citrus peel
how to sugar coat
his parting

Christine L. Villa



Embellishment

cannelloni

wedding toast
splashes of tomato sauce
on his tie

the stuff he adds

the motive
behind many compliments
whipped frosting

to his stories

pillow talk
whispered hopes for
our happy ending

Christine L. Villa
Carol Judkins



Indian cuisine
on a plantain leaf
the family reunites

morning chai
with raag kaapi
day dreaming

red rice porridge
the beginning
of a new year

Lakshmi Iyer



mango pickle . . .
her tangy southern accent
lingers on my tongue

tamarind sauce —
in the afternoon sun
her puckered face

stink bean salad –
the smell of gossip
at a wedding feast



Milan Rajkumar



fais do-do
a hint of crawfish
in his kiss

oysters rockefeller
the sweet
of someone else’s spinach

Kelly Moyer



empty nest
I long to hear..
What’s for dinner?

early dementia
dad still gets
pineapple ice cream for me

Priti Khullar



coffee shop
barista knows my dog’s name,
not mine

downpour in paris
baguette wears
my raincoat

Kerry J Heckman



sausage & eggs
I just come
for the conversation

burnt roast
a cookbook holds
the window up

picking fine bones from fish
we get to hard parts
in the conversation

LeRoy Gorman



fig season
I ask myself why
I fail to deliver

sultry night…
eating peaches
over the sink

expressing milk…
the rhythm of my baby’s
drinking

Maya Daneva



father-in-law`s spaghetti my nerves

Irina Guliaeva
Гуляева Ира



layers of onion
all
the
way
down

Lorraine Padden



Barista

french roast

a reminder
of breakfast –
her crescent moon

a little sugar

puckering up
he does the lemon
one better

when she’s not looking

morning after
a mood that tastes
of honey

Peter Jastermsky
Lorraine A Padden



lockdown layoff
he rips a moldy spot
off the bread loaf

Joe Sebastian



wrappers in a footwell--
the cravings that follow
a car chase

the sound
of a dropped kebab
in a brawl

off duty
the knife amnesty bin
filled with  ice and beer

sitting on railings
two bouncers
share a Pomegranate

Tim Roberts



shepherd's polenta
hikers eat of the moon
every night

Mircea Moldovan



if I can’t kill it
I can’t eat it
first day of spring

her tongue
on my tongue
ice-cream

dinner date
the single mum’s
leaking breast

Bee Jay
https://beejay40.blogspot.com/

https://beejay40.blogspot.com/


Climate Change

We set the children down on summer afternoons in only their
underpants, facing each other with a ripe, peeled Banganapalli
mango in each pair of small hands. They slurp its sunset richness in
silence except for a chuckle or two when the gold trickles down their
forearms to their legs. Smiles are exchanged as they lick their hands
clean and proceed to polish the seed to its skin.

cold war —
two rivers that
do not meet

roasted papad —
words that break
a marriage

Anju Kishore



downsized---
no room on the cake
for 70 candles

Wonja Brucker



whisky fumes
the baby flame
grows brighter

Mike Fainzilber
Twitter @MFainzilber



blood blister
peeling the skin
from an orange

in the bushes
a little debbie wrapper
and four beer bottles

playroom
she shoves a cupcake down
Spider-Man's throat

Alex Fyffe



rocky-road ice cream
a night of binging
on rom coms

Sharon Martina



the feeling
of time passing slowly
mulberry granita

Maria Concetta Conti



Apron

Years later, I ask my mom about the time we ate pancakes for dinner
for a week. She says I was five. She explains that while I was watching
her pour the batter and add sweet tidbits, she was fretting over what
was left in the fridge and pantry. She didn't want my sister and me to
know that we were out of money and my dad wasn't sure when he
would get his next paycheck. My mom fed our family using the
ingredients she had.

chocolate-chip smiles
every evening
for me

Kimberly Kuchar



sour grapes   k

I mix them
with sweet ones        j

wondering
if I could ever
tell the difference      t

kris moon kondo
Jackie Chou
Taura Scott



blueberry stains
counting the mistakes
on a white tablecloth

ripe persimmons
my father hums
his last song

loneliness
potato peels
on the kitchen floor

Eufemia Griffo



cheese and wine
listening to the meandering
river all night

Eugeniusz Zacharski



winter solitude
looking for her name
in the alphabet soup

Florin C. Ciobica



spring picnic
the gulls eat
sushi

mango…
what our family called
a green pepper

Nancy Brady



telling myself
there's still time
container garden

rabbit moon
the flower i ate
was chives

child's pose
that summer above
the dairy queen

James Lindley
@duendeenf

https://twitter.com/duendeenf


closed theatre
actresses make varynyky
for the front line

sugar free diet
I notice how sweet
the carrot

Myron Lysenko



Invitation to dinner ...

ring once
and wait ...

we aren't deaf you know!

and i wait
for mother's toe rings' tinkle
to reach the door

...

I’m Waiting

Father says on the telephone. I reply that I'm coming in a few days’
time. Yes, I know. I’m counting the days, he says. I can hear his smile
...

Now I am alone with my mother and in front of me, on the wall, is my
father’s photo – with that smile.

between worlds …
Mother serves some rice
for the crows

Kala Ramesh



cannibal
I enjoy eating
my own reality

hot afternoon
a watermelon
cools my thoughts

hungry eyes
my imagination being eaten
by the tigridias

Pippa Phillips ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com

(all work copyrighted by the authors)
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